Excerpts from

101 Scrapbooking Tips!

Are You Ready to Start Capturing
and Storing Your Memories?

Can you think of a better family
project than a scrapbook?

Think of That Someone Special That
You'd Love To Surprise With A
Scrapbook of Shared Memories!

Brought to you by:
Dawn
www.ThatScrapbookSite.com
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What Do I Need to Start Scrapbooking?
The best thing about scrapbooking is that although there are a plethora of
scrapbooking supplies available on the market, you really don't need a lot to
make your very first scrapbook. Basically, all you need to scrapbook is an
album, some glue, a pair of scissors, and some photographs or newspaper
clippings. Any fabric, ribbon, or bits of leftovers from other projects can be
used to embellish your scrapbook.
As you get more acquainted with scrapbooking, you will find products that
save you time and frustration. Many of these products are well worth the
extra cost. At the top of this list is an exacto knife. This strong and versatile
blade allows you to cut almost anything into any shape. When the blade is
dull, the end is simply broken off to reveal another sharp tip. Just be sure to
place the object you plan to cut onto a mat or wad or newspaper before using
the exacto knife. Otherwise, the knife will cut right through your picture and
into your scrapbook page or dining room table.
The next best tool is a pair of tweezers. Trying to pick up and place small
gluey pieces is a hassle. Tweezers, though not very high tech, allow you to
move pieces without touching them.
Speaking of gluey pieces, various glues and affixing options are available.
These quick and less messy options include glue dots, two-sided tape,
Xyron, acid free photo tabs, and polypropylene corners.
To increase the preservation of your scrapbook and your treasures, look for
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albums with acid free, lignin free pages. Both acid and lignin accelerate
photo fading and general deterioration. Lignin is a chemical found naturally in
the cell walls of plants. If the lignin is not removed in the paper manufacturing
process, the chemical will cause the paper product to gradually yellow and
crumble. Lignin and acid free products come in virtually any color and
texture.
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Photographs
Most scrapbooks will contain photographs. Even the most disinterested
reader of your scrapbook will glance at the photographs. Pictures really are
worth a thousand words. Therefore, it is important to choose photographs
that are of good quality and clearly illustrate your scrapbook theme.
Any photograph can be used in a scrapbook. Even instant photographs can
be used in scrapbooking. Just be careful that the chemicals within the
photograph do not spill out on the rest of your scrapbook. Digital pictures can
easily be printed right onto lignin-free and acid -free paper.
Always keep in mind that scrapbooking is permanent. Therefore, it is
probably preferable to use copies of your only picture of Great Grandma
rather than risk ruining the photograph forever. Simply scan the picture on
your computer scanner and print the image on lignin free and acid free
paper.

Fabric Flowers
Fabric flowers make great embellishments on scrapbook pages. Unlike
plastic flowers, fabric flowers look more realistic. Further, unlike real flowers,
fabric flowers have a long life span. Flowers are made with fabric and wire.
Make a wire loop. This will be one petal. Next, apply glue to the petal, and
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place fabric on top. Alternately, stretch a piece of an old nylon over the loop
and secure with tape. Continue making loops until you have enough to make
a flower. Then, twist the wires together. Fold out your flower and secure to
your scrapbook page.

Tags
Tags are a little added touch of professionalism that adds to the overall well
thought out look to your scrapbook. Tags can be used for accents, captions,
and thought bubbles as well as dedications. The design of your tags will
depend entirely on your personal needs and desires.
Thus, tags can be big or small, square or specially shaped, white or colored,
plain or textured.
Furthermore, tags need not be made of paper. Some of the most interesting
tags are made from fabric, wood, and furniture odds and ends found around
the house. Be creative.
Pre-made tags are available at most craft or office supply stores.

Traditional Hawaiian Lei Borders
Leis can be used to make fancy three-dimensional borders. Leis add an
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exotic touch to holiday scrapbooks.

A traditional Lei is made using paper orchids, roses, rounded mums, and cup
and saucer flowers with punched shapes and then gluing them together. To
add a richer texture, cut these follows from velveteen paper. You can use
ready-made leis or make your own.

Getting Rid of Messes and Mistakes
No matter how careful you are, you will undoubtedly find a mistake, mark, or
mess on your finished scrapbook page. If you find a mistake, mark, or glue
bits on your scrapbook page, just rub it off using a soft white eraser.
Alternately, make the mark into an interesting squiggle or doodle.
For mistakes in journal text, cover the mistake with a sticker the same color
as the journal page. Then, just write over the sticker. White out can also be
used for white pages.
Fingerprint smudges on your photographs can be removed by rubbing the
fingerprints with a piece of flannel or a dry baby wipe.
Excess powder or glitter can be brushed away. This is time consuming and
frustrating. The best solution is to reduce static electricity before you add the
powder or glitter. Just place a dryer sheet on top of the page before you
work.
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Weaving Photographs
For more dramatic results from your photographs, trying weaving two copies
of the same photograph together. This technique creates a three-dimensional
artist look. This technique would look great on a scrapbook for a graduating
art student or a scrapbook for a friend who is quite artist and creative. This
technique might also look good on a child's scrapbook with a kid's art
background giving the whole page an abstract look.
To achieve this technique, first you need two copies of the same photo. On
one photograph, draw evenly spaced vertical lines on the back of the picture.
Cut along these lines with scissors or an exacto knife. On the other
photograph draw and cut along evenly spaced horizontal lines.
Next, using alternate strips, from photograph one and then photograph two,
weave the pieces together. To preserve the rectangular shape of the
photographs, start your weaving in the center of the piece and work
outwards.

Tarnishing and Untarnishing Copper
Copper, tarnish or untarnished, adds a unique metallic look to your
scrapbook page. Furthermore, copper is fairly easy to work with and cut into
various shapes. In this way, copper can be used to create an elegant antique
look or a more masculine look.
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You can tarnish copper tooling foil by either heating it. This gives the copper
red, orange, and purple tones. Alternately, you can use Liver of Sulpher to
make the copper look old and blackened.

Tarnish can be easily removed by rubbing Tabasco sauce on the tarnish.

Wax Paper Ink Dye
Wax paper ink dye has an effect resembling tie-dye. This creates a great
children's art background or a funky scrapbook for a close friend.
To do the wax paper technique cut a piece of wax paper slightly larger that
the area you are working with. Next, crumple the wax paper up and then
unfold. Then, lay the wax paper onto the glossy paper and cover the wax
paper with a sheet of paper. Iron the papers, using the hottest setting, for no
more than 5 seconds. Peel off the wax paper and then apply dye ink. The
wax acts as a resistant to the ink forming a textured look.

Crystal Lacquer
Crystal lacquer adds shine and protection to your photographs. This shine
adds a soft elegance to any scrapbook page. However, crystal lacquer looks
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especially nice on more formal gift scrapbooks.

Basically paint your photograph with the crystal lacquer and let it dry. Be
especially careful not to let the lacquer spill over the edge and ruin other
parts of your scrapbook pages.
Crystal lacquer is available at most hardware and paint stores.

Photograph Mosaics
An attractive technique for placing photographs into scrapbooks is the
photograph mosaic. Mosaics stretch photographs into an artistic rendition of
the original photograph. Maps can also be stretched in this way. This method
might be employed to create a funky look for a friend scrapbook or as a
background for someone who likes computers, GIS, or geography.
A basic cropping technique is used to create a photographic mosaic. Simply
cut a photograph into evenly spaced squares. Then, glue the squares onto
the background leaving an equal space between each square.
A white background or a background matching the background color of the
photograph will add to the effect. A background of a contrasting color will
reduce the spaced out effect of the photograph.
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There's 91 more tips waiting for you! 101 Scrapbooking Tips! is available
for immediate download!

Link courtesy of:
Dawn
www.ThatScrapbookSite.com
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